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The surf i c ial sedimertts present on the cant inental 
shelf a f f  the north coast of Alaska in the vicinity of 
Harrison Bay consist dominantly o f  fine grained sand, 
sil t l  and mud that were Jepost t e d  during Holocene time. 
Depositional environments in Harrison Bay range fr0n 
outer shcl f to prodelia and delta front. 
Ice sediment interact i o n  has overprinted structui-dl 
deformat ion an many of the sediments present i n  Harrison 
Pay, and has in some cases atiltterated the arrgtnal 
lithologic continuity of the sedtments. Ice related 
deformatio11 ranges from simple loading features t o  more 
complex folded and faulted structures. A hypothetrcal 
model has been proposed which relates the type o f  
deformational features found in recent sediments from a-i 
ice impacted area to the process o f  ice gouging. 
The deformational structures o b s e r v e d  in the 
sediments from Harrison Bay were compared to 
deformational features found in sediments from ancient 
environments that are known to have had floating i c e  
present. The results rnd icate that s t r u c t u r ~ s  found i n  
the modern environment bear a remarkattle similar i ty to 
structures found in t h e  ancient environments, and t h a t  
the structures found in t h e  ancient enviranments are 
Elel i eved to have been caused b v  the p r o c e s s  of ice 
qotq i rtg . 
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I NTROStI-IC:T I ON 
Deposi t i onal processes on high lat i t u d e  cont inental 
shelves are obscured by the presence of pack ice for at 
least three-fourths o f  every year. The role which the 
ice plays in i n f l u e n c ~ n g  the sediment deposited on the 
cont inental she1 f is not yet fully ur-iderstoad, al though 
many ideas have been formulated. One ice-sedim~nt 
interactive process known to occur is that o f  ice 
gougrng or i c e  ploughing. The internal deformation of 
sediments associated w i t h  this process is little known 
and i s  the main topic of investigat~on rn this report. 
LOCATION AND GEOLOGIC SETTING 
The s t u d y  area is located o f f  the northern A l a s k a  
coast be tween 15(7' r t0"  and 152'(I)i:1" west 1 ong . a n d  7 t I i F 3 C ) "  
and 71'00" north lat. in the Beaufort Sea o f f  the 
Colviile River delta in  Harrison Bay (Figure la and b )  . 
Water depths in the study area range from approximately 
t w o  meters near t h e  Colville dei ta7 to 20 meters in the 
norther:-, part . 
The coastline rn the study area is b e i n g  e r o d e d  at 
the rate o f  auDroximately 2.5 m / y r .  except f o r  the 
eastern, active part of the Colvillc Deltas 8.1~h:t:h is 
arcret inc (Heimni tr et a1 . >  in press>. This erosion 
creates coastal b l u f f s  that a r - e  typically 2 t u  3 m h i g h  
h u t  may reash a heiqht of k. meters C R e i m r ~ i  t r  and Barnes, 
1374: Reimni tz c t  a1 ., ;!-I p ress>. The 1 ine of tnluf f s  i t l  
b r o k e n  h v  t h e  impingement of several river systems whose 
qeneral  morphol og I c a i  character ct)r~'r!sta of lou 
prograding del tai i mudflats at the river mouths 
(Reimni t z  and Barnes7 1974). The coastal plain i s  an 
area o f  low broad re1 i ~f capped try tundra vegetat i 011. 
T h i s  coastal platn i s  underiain 5 y  T e r t ~ a r y  t~ 
f'le istocene and Holocene moraines, g lac  i omar i n a  
deposi ts7  errat i c - b ~ a r  i n g  grave: eol ian sand- gravel - 
sand and silt (Black7 I Y b 4 :  Pavne et ai ., 1951: Carter* 
19E3tl j . 
The continental shelf rn t h e  area i s  generally flat 
a n d  rema ins shall or^^ for a cons i clerathl e J istanre f ram 
share (Re imni tz and Earl ies . .  13743 . PI beta1 led 
examination o f  shelf topography shottis i t  to b e  extremeiy 
rough on a small scale. The small scale morpholoq I cal 
character o f  the shelf i s  d o m ~ n a t e d  by t h e  presence of 
long linear criss-crossing g r o o v e s  produced by the 
grounding o f  ice keels below pressure r i d g e s  (Barnes et 
a1 ., 1984). The grooves are characterized by troughs 
and ridges that are typically i m deep and 7 m wide 
(Bar:-lerj e t  a1 .* 1'784). although some may reach 10 m deep 
and 30 m r n ~ i  de (Barnes and Rear i c! 1885) ( F  igl-cl-e 2)  . 
The surface sedtments on the shelf are d ~ m i n a n t l y  
Figure la. Locality map showing position o f  study area 
in relation t o  the north A l a s k a n  c o a s t .  
Figure lb. Detailed locality map of Harrison Bay 
showing bathymetry (2 m interval). core localities+ 
ships track line, and location of side scan image and 
se ismic  profile in  f i g u r e  2 and 3. Vessel track l i n e  i s  
labeled A-A' and corresponds to s h e l f  profile in figure 
19. 
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fine mud. 111ay and sandr ttut gravel and occasional 
boulders are encountered (Barnes and He tmn i tz, 1774) . 
The Colville River and eroding coastal hluf fs are 
introducing large amounts of fibrous organic matter l a  
the seaP anb some is found incorporated in recent 
sediments (Barnes et a1 . 7  1Y79). 
PREVIOUS WORK 
One of the earliest investigations on the process 
o f  ice gouging w a s  done hy Tarr (1837) who observed and 
documented the e f  fccts o f  grounde~! ire an sediments, 
Emefv (1949) and C a r s o l a  ( 1 3 5 4 )  performed early stuii e 5  
of the topography and sediments in t h e  Peaufort Sea, 
w h  i 1 e Rex (1Y55j descr i bed sea- f l  oor m l crorei i e f  caused 
b y  grounded sea ice in the northern C h u k c h ~  Sea. More 
recent w o r k  defining l~hararter 1st i r s  and rates of ice 
g o ! ~ g  ing  was done b y  Kovacs 11972) Pellet j er and Shearer 
(1972): Earnes and Reimni t r  (1972,1973, 19743, Reimni t z  
slid Barnes 11972, 1973, lS?74! - Barnes et al . (15'73.. 
1977, 1385:. Reirnni tz et dl. (1972, 1973, 17743. and 
Kempema (1983) analyzed the strat igraphy o f  an 
ind i v i  dual r ce  gouge. Na i du f 1 3 7 4 ) ~  and Na i d u  e t al . 
(1971? 1972. 1374) a n a l y z e d  ciay mineralogy, 
sedimentation7 and sediment geo1:hernistry o f  the Eeaufort 
Sea. 'forath et d l .  11370) interpreted seismil:: profiles 
and sediments o f  the Beaufort Sea. 
PURPOSE UF INVEST I GAT I ON 
The major emphasis o f  t h 1 5  r e p a r t  i s  to: 
1) Aseerta in what sed tmeritary structures7 ? e x  tures- 
and l i thalogies character r z e  Jeposi t ion in an a r c t  ic 
sfiei f env i ronmei-!!: t i-iat I c, i n f l uenced b y  a 1 arge f 1 i lv !  a? 
system. 
21 Del ~ n e a t e  the type of deformat i onal sirurture5 
t h s t  may be overorinted on the sediments in that 
environment through ice-sediment Interaction. 
3) Describe in d e t a i l  cores collected in the 
Harrison Bay area of the Beaufart S e a  during 147h and 
1977 hy the Uni ted States Geological Survey branch of 
Pacific Marine Gealocv. 
The study area was chosen hecause the north-south 
transect o f  available cores might provide a 
cross-section through surficial sediments on the shelf 
perpendicular to the coast1 ine, from a shallow d e l  tar r 
environment to the midshelf at 20 m, where ice gouging 
may strongly tnfluence depos i t ion. 
METHOD OF STUDY 
The cores were gathered using a vibratorv coring 
device lowered from the research vessel to the sea 
floor. A pal  r o f  electrically d r i v e n ,  counter rotat ing.. 
eccentric weights in the core head rapidly hammers 
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structure is overlain by Late Paleozoic and Mesozoic 
rocks that arch over the crest of the ridge, and are 
truncated by an unconformity. The unconformity is 
capped b y  Cretaceous shale (Stearn et a1 ., 1979). 
The coastal plain in the study area i s  
geomarphically dominated b y  the presence of the C:olville 
River Delta. The Colville River has created a delta 
that has a n  areal exposure of apprax imately k.QO sa.  k m -  
The deita is approximately 40 km from its apex to the 
ocean, and is approximately 45 km wide alol-tg its front 
(Walker, 1473). The Colville R i v e r  i s  t h e  largest river 
in arctic Alaska7 and has a drainage basin dimpnsian of 
b0?000 sq. km (Walker, 197G). 
THE SHELF 
The continental shelf off the north coast of Alaska 
was subaerially exposed to approximately the lOOm 
isobath as a result of a eustatic s e a  level m i n i m u m ,  
caused hy late Wisconsin glac iat ion (Dinter: 1382; 
Dillan and Oldale, 1978). Thp glacial m a x i m u m  and  
sealevel m i r i  imum o c c l ~ r r e d  approx imately 17..0t3Ci years ago 
(Dinter. 1982: Dillan and Uldalel 15'78) . T h e  she1 f at 
that i  me formed an uncanf  ormabl e surface wh i ch  has heen 
d e l  rneated s e  ismi ~=al v  and asslgncd a tentat i v e  age o f  
P l e r s t a c e r ~ e ~  based or! the trming of the retreat o f  t h e  
last glac rat ion <Craig a n d  Thrasher? 1YS2: 3 1 n t e r l  
1782). In the study area, Holocene s e d i m e n t s  that 
overlie the  uncanformity are believed ta r e a c h  a 
thickness of no greater than 5 m  I R e ~ m n j t r  and Barnes7 
1'374' . 
The G!uaternary 5ediments have been delineated 
s e  ismi cally i n t o  three general ized uni is by Craig and 
Thrasher 1 :  - T h e  surf I c i a1 Holocene un I t i s  (3 t a  
approx imately S m th ick:  and c o n s i s t s  o f  an acaust I cally 
transparent layer display i n 3  vague? c o n t  I nuous hedd i ng 
subpara! lel to the s e a f l  oar. The under1 y ing 
Hol ocene-Ple istacene bauiidary cans ists o f  a s t r ~ n q  
roni inuous reflector c u t  locally by s h a l l o w  ~zhannels and 
lo~.t l  terraces (Figure 3a and b ) .  The Pleistocene uci t 
has been broken into two units < A  and B respectively) 
based an a c o u s t ~ c  characte?, o n l y  unit A can be 
recognized in the study area. 
The upper t6oundary of unit A consists s e ~ s m ~ c a l l y  
o f  a diffuse to sharp reflecting surface that is 
commonly characterized by a very jagged or "jumpy" 
appearance (Figure 3a and b ) .  The s u r f a c e  of unit A i s  
believed to correlate in appearance to the morphologiial 
features of the present day coastal plain> including 
V-shaped stream channels, thau lakes7 beach r i dges7 a n d  
thermokarst topography ICra ig and Thrasher, 1982) . 
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Figure 3 b .  Fathogram and sub-bottom profile (7 Ehz and 
200 Khz) o f  ocean bottom in  study area. The profile 
corresponds i n  position to uniboom profile in figure 3a 
and s i d e  scan sonar image i n figure 2. Holocene  
sediments rest unconformabl y an we1 1 J e f  ined Pf e istocene 
paleo-coastal plain surface < U n i t  R ~f C r a i g  and 
, ;  I I: 
. ' Thrasher, 1.382). Ice goi-tges are w e l l  defined on t h i s  I \  1 ,! 
profile at s e a f l o o r  as very  jagged peaks and troughs. 
Interpretation b y  author. 
Unit B seismically consists of a sharp, strongly 
reflective surface of uniformly l o w  re1 ief that is 
believed to represent a marine deposit contemporaneous 
with unit A. Several morphological features indicative 
of a marine environment such as sedimentary bedforms* 
beaches, and offshore bars have been interpreted (Craig 
and Thrasher, 1982). The contact between unit A and 
unit B represents a facie5 change and generally follows 
the 20m isobath. The almost vertical contact i s  very 
abrupt and is interpreted as a shoreline bluff several 
meters high. The morphological expression of the 
shoreline is not reflected at the seafloor (Craig and 
Thrasher$ 1982). It should be noted that the inferred 
shoreline corresponds in position to the inner edge of 
the stamukhi zone o f  Reimnitr et al, (1978). an area of 
intense ice reworking by pressure-ridge keels. Unit fi 
and unit B are approximately 10 to 12 m thick in the 
study area (Barnes, 1987, personal commun i cat i on) and 
are believed to correspond to the Gubic Formation 
onshore (Craig and Thrasher, 1982) . 
Units A and B unconformably overlie Late 
Cretaceous and Tertiary undifferentiated sedimentary 
rocks know a s  "Colville Group and younger rocks" and 
consist of shale and laterally discontinuous sand bodies 
characteristic of a regressive marine sequence (Craig 
and Thrasher, 1982) . 
GENERAL CORE DESCRIPTIONS AND ENVIRONMENTS OF 
DEPOSITION 
In this section, each core is first described and 
then assigned a depositional environment based on 
lithologicr textural* and structural criteria. 
Photographs of peels and radiographs are used to 
illustrate and support each case. Detailed descriptions 
of individual cores can be found in Appendix A. 
The cores studied in this report display 
characteristics of several distinct depositional 
environments when compared to sediments described by 
Tucker (19811, Reineck and Singh (1980)* and Reading 
(1?8&) from lower lat i tude shelves- The deposi t i  o n a l  
~ n v i r o n m e n t ~  are on occasion overprinted by deformation 
caused by ice-sediment interaction and by coring. 
The general sedimentological characteristics 
described for a lower offshore depositional environment 
are laminated to highly bioturbated muds, derived from 
suspension settling, interbedded with parallel 
laminated, occasionally ripple laminated* f ine  grained 
sands* derived from storm-generated currents (Tucker. 
1981; Reineck and Singh, 1980: Reading, 19841. This 
environment is usually found in water depths greater 
than 1 0  m (Tucker, 1981; Reineck and Singh. 1980; 
Read ingr 1386.1 . 
Re ineck and Sinqh (13801 and Reading (15'8L) 
describe an upper offshore environment in water depths 
of 2 to 1 0  m as consisting of muddy fine sand, 
interbedded w i t h  parallel laminated and hioturbated m u d  
and sand. 
Tucker (1381), Reinetk and Singh (19%0)~ and 
Reading (1986.1 desrr i be distal prodel ta deposi ts  a s  
consistiltg of laminated, fine grained muddy sediments, 
dominantly clay and silty clay? that ran h e  transitional 
into ei ther upper offshare or lower offshore she1 f 
deposi ts. Prodel ta sediments prox imal to the d e l  ta 
front environment are sl ightly more coarse grained and 
display a variety o f  bedforms including rippie t~edding- 
small seal e graded Oedd ing, and lent i cular laminat i ail5 
(Reineck and Singh, 1380). 
Tucker < 1 3 8 1 ) r  Heineck and Sinqh (1980), and 
Reading (1936.1 describe del ta front deposi ts as 
consist ing o f  parall el laminated sand and st 1 t ,  
interbedded w i  t h  parallel laminated and occasionally 
ripple laminated silty and sandy clays and argani~: 
d e t r i t u s .  
Deformat i onaf features found in the cores were 
classified to e: ther of tuo origins: coring-related 
deformat i o!-I.. 01-  I ce-related defarmat ion. Cor inq-relate.' 
deformatton encompass all structures that display a 
C O ~ I S  i s f  ant  ioncave-do?tln rra?q.~re- that is. lam i fiat I an% 01- 
bedding whose ends at t h e  edge o f  the core were 
d!stir-rl:tly bent JG~.UI-I a5 a result o f  per~etration of the 
core tlarrel. Also any highly deformed sediments at the 
bottom o f  a core uere suspect, and were he1  ieved to have 
beer1 derived from suition created at the battom o f  the 
coi-e when i t  w a s  extracted from the bottom. 
Ice-related deformational features vary greatly? 
but in general consist of laminations or bedding that 
display a consistant concave up nature, or any highly 
deformed area ( i e .  folded or offset) that is tbounded an 
top ai~d tot tom by hor i z o n t a i  i v  laminated a r  be?ded 
sediments. 
CORE V-1-3 
Co;*e V - 1 3  {.?as exti-acted from 19 rr, of water, 
approximately 37 km from shore. Normal neritic 
depasi t i@n is represented by  massive to laminated, 
bioturbated clay and silty clay d e ~ a s i t s  (Figure 4br 
arrow 1) (Tucker, 1381: Reading, 19Yk.). It-rterheddeJp 
hor irontally laminated, fine grained silty sands 
probably represent intermi t tent coarser grained 
deposit ion by s t o r m  c u r r e n t s  ( F i q u r e  4 b ,  arrow 2 )  
(Tucker, 1951: Read inqr  138&.) . Deformat i an in t h e  l ewer 
Figure 4a and b. G a n d  h a r e  peel and radiograph 
photographs respectively o f  core V-13.  Arrow 1 p r i n t s  
to clay, a r r o w  2 poir:ts t o  sand. Arrau  3 points t o  
corinq a r t i f a c t  in lower portion o f  care. A r r o w  4 
p ~ i n t s  to l o a d e d  c o \ - i t a i t s .  S c a l e  i s  in c m .  
part of this core is an artifact p r o d u c e d  b y  caring 
(Figure 4 b f  arrow 31. The massive to laminated clay and 
silty clay, interbedded with thin units o f  fine grained 
silty sand are c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  far deposition in a l o w e i ?  
offshore she1 f envi ranment (Tucker- 1981: Re i n e c k  and 
Singh? 1980: Reading- 19WC.). 
CORE V-14 
Core V-14 was extracted from 15 m o f  water, 
approximately 29 km from shore. Normal neritic shelf 
d e p o s i t i o n  is represented b y  massive to slightly 
laminated, clay ar~d s i  1 ty clay (Tucker? 1981: R e a d  ingr 
19:3kn,5. , Bedded f i ne sand:. pebbles. .  and she1 l f racjmeflts in 
upper p a r t  of rare probably represent deposition from 
starm currents (Figure 5.3 and b 7  arrow l i  fTucker, 1981: 
Eeading* 19861, Deformation is a result o f  c a r i n g .  The 
massive t o  laminated c l a y  and silty clay, interbedded 
with thin units o f  fine sand c o n t a i ~ ~ i n g  pebt t les  a n d  
she13 fragments may he indicativ~ 3f deposition in a 
lowet offshore she: f environment ( T u c k e r ,  1981: Re ineck 
and Singh. 1380; Read inq, 198k.1 . 
CORE V-15 
Core V-15 w a s  extracted from 12.4 m of water, 
approximately 2 C  krn from shore. Normal neritic 
sedimentatiorr i s  represented by sandy and silty clays 
iFiesd i~ - rg-  1986) . T h e  preserrce of coarse rnater ial isand 
and sil t j  incorporated with the clay is p o - s ~ ~ b i y  
indicat i v e  of higher t-err igincus input rescrl t irrg from 
closer p r o x i n i t ) .  to sflorep or IrJave winna1r.ring rest-tlt i)?g 
f r o m  closer proximity t o  wave Sase. Horiza)+ttally 
laminated, fine to very f i n e  grained sands and silty 
sanus may r e p r e s e n t  deposition from storm currents and 
normal t ~ o t  tan; cl_ir)-ents fTuiker* 1 B I 1 )  . T a b u l a r  
c r o s s h e c i d i n g  is present in middle part a f  care and is 
p r a t ~ a b l y  t h e  r e s u l  t o f  sandwave prcpaqat i on (Re i neck anb 
Singh, 1980) fFigul-e ba and t >  . T h i s  core i s  ~h~sicail\; 
deformed i n  i t s  lower part. Rip up c l a s t s  iFiqurc Ch, 
arrow 1 )  are believed to be the result o f  ice gouginq, 
and highly contorted bedding ( f i g u r e  6ts7 ar t -ow 2) are 
be1 ieved t o  he  the result of coring. The sandy and 
s i l t y  clays m a y  he indirat!ve ~f deposition iri a latirer 
offshore she1 f envi ronmer t t -  or an upper of fshore she! f 
env i r o n m e n  t , a n d  i s probabl y a trans i t i onal zone he tween 
the two (Tucker, 1981; HeinecC: and S!ngh? 1930; Readino? 
1 3 8 C . i  . 
CORE V-16 
Core V - l &  was extracted from 11.5 m o f  water, 
a p p r o x i m a t e l y  1& km f r o m  shore. This care i s  comp~seb 
of h i g h l y  deformed clay? sandy clay- and rand fCigure 7a 
and h ) .  Physical mixing of the sediment in t h i s  area 
Figure 5a a n d  b. A and b a r e  p e e l  a n d  radiograph a f  
core V-14.  firrow 1 points to bedded f i n e  sand7 p e b b l e s ,  
and shell fragments i n  upper portion o f  core. Arrow 2 
points t o  concave down laminat i o n s .  Scale  i s  in  cm.  
Figure &a and  b .  A a n d  b are peel and radiograph o f  
core V-15.  Arrou 1 points t o  rip-up clasts, arrow 2 
points to d e f o r m e d  bedding. Arrow 3 points to loaded 
contacts. Scale  is in c m .  
due to ice gouging has obliterated the common structural 
and textural criteria normally used to classify 
sediments to an environment of deposition. Also the 
possible influence of prodelta muds from the Colville 
river delta may have delivered a high percentage of clay 
t o  t h i s  depositional environment. Original horizontal 
laminations have been deformed into highly contorted 
bedding in the upper part o f  the core (Figure 7 b 1  arrow 
1). and have been physically folded and offset in the 
lower part of the core (Figure 7b7 arrow 2), probably by 
ice keel turbation. This core probably represents 
deposi t ion in the upper offshore she1 f environment, and 
has been classified based upon the position of the core 
in the transect relative to other cores in the study* 
and the water depth from which it was extracted* rather 
than by the sedimentolagical evidence. 
CORE V-17 
Core V-17 was extracted from 8.5 m o f  water7 
approximately 10 km from shore. This core is composed 
o f  highly deformed clay and silty clay (Figure 8a and 
b .  The normal sequence of horizontally laminated clays 
has been overprinted by the effects o f  ice gouging and 
most of the sediments in the core are deformed (Figure 
8b. arrow 1 ) .  Some o f  the deformation in this core is 
1 i kely the resul t o f  the coring procedure i tsel f .  
however. only the concave down laminations (Figure 8br 
arrow 2) may be directly assigned to this category. The 
overall fine grained character of the  sediments in t h i s  
core relative to the water depth from which i t  was 
extracted and its proximity to the Colville River delta 
is indicative o f  a prodelta depositional environment 
{Reineck and Singh, 1980; Reading. 1984) .  
CORE V-18 
Core V-18 was extracted from 3.3 m of water, 
approximately 9 km from shore. The upper portion of 
this core consists of horizontally laminated clay7 sandy 
clays and sand interbeds with high organic content 
(Figure ?a and b). Cross-laminated and r i p p l e  
cross-laminated sands are abundant in  this portion o f  
the core a s  well as thin beds (2 cm or less) of organic 
detr i tun. Truncation of hor irontal and 
cross-laminations is present resulting in small cut and 
fill structures. The thin horizontally laminated clay 
and cross laminated sand interbeds and high organic 
content in this portion o f  the care may be indicative o f  
the delta front depositional environment (Figure 9b. 
arrow 1) (Tucker* 1781; Reineck and Gingh. 1980: 
Reading, 1984) . 
The lower portion of this core is composed o f  
Figure 7a and b. A a n d  b are peel and radiograph o f  
c o r e  V - 1 4 .  A r r o w  1 p o i n t s  t o  highly deformed bedding in  
upper portion o f  core. Arrow 2 points t o  f o l d e d  and 
f a u l t e d  bedding in lower portion o f  core. f i r r o w  3 
points t o  small r ip-up clast incorporated i n  f o l d e d  
beds.  Scale  i 5  in cm. 
Figure  8a and b .  A and b are peel and radiograph o f  
core  V-17. Arrow 1 points to probable i c e  gouge related 
deformation. Arrow 2 points to coring d e r i v e d  
deformation. firrow 3 p o i n t s  t o  rip up clasts. Scale is 
in cm. 
Figure ?a and b .  A and  b are p e e l  and radiograph o f  
core V-18. Arrow 1 points t o  horizontally laminated 
sands, silts, and clays o f  the delta front. Arrow 2 
points to highly deformed bedding t h a t  may b e  a result 
o f  ice gouging. Arrow 3 points to clay with abundant 
rootlets t h a t  may represent a subaerially e x p o s e d  marsh 
depos I t . Scale i s  in c m .  
massive clay and sandy clay beds with few sand and 
organic interbeds. The lower 50 cm o f  the core shows 
extreme deformation of a sandy unit above a massive clay 
unit with abundant rootlets and plant stems (Figure 9 b r  
arrow 2 ) .  The presence of the rootlets may indicate 
that this portion of the core was a mat of tundra 
vegetation that has subsequently been buried. However, 
because this part of the core is dominantly mud 
(approximately 85%).  and a tundra mat would most 1 ikely 
contain a larger organic component (ie. 915% organics), 
this interpretation i s  improbable. The presence o f  
rootlets in mud may indicate subaerial exposure (Reineck 
and Singh. 1980: Reading* 1986). and this portion o f  the 
core therefore may represent deposition in a tidal m a r s h  
environment (Figure 9br  arrow 3) (Reineck and Singh. 
1980; Reading- 1986; Tucker, 1981). 
CORE V-19 
Core V-19 was not physically available for study in 
this project. but prior description of this core by 
Barnes and Reimnitz, and its position in the sampling 
transect warrants the discussion of the depositional 
environment for this sample. 
Core V-19 was extracted from the delta front in 2 m 
of water, approximately 7 km from shore. The core 
consists of horizontally laminated* medium to fine 
grained sandl clayey s a n d .  clay*-and organic interbeds 
(Figure 1Oa and b ) .  Some bioturbation is seen in the 
upper portion o f  the core. and ripple cross-lamination 
is present in the middle portion of the core (Figure 
lob, arrow 2). A high percentage of coal concent~ates 
is present in the sands as thin laminae and as component 
grains. The hor irontally laminated sand. clay, and 
organic interbeds may be indicative of depasition in the 
delta front environment (Figure 10br arrow 3) (Tucker, 
1981: Reineck and Singh, 1980; Reading* 1984). 
CORE V-20  
Core V-20 was extracted from the delta front in 1.5 
m of water, approximately 3 km from shore. The core 
consists of horizontally laminated sand, sandy clay? 
clay. and organic interbeds (Figure lla and b). Areas 
of mottling and possible bioturbation are present. The 
horizontally laminated sand, clay and organic interbeds 
may be indicative of deposition in  the delta front 
environment (Figure l l b *  arrow 1) (Tucker, 1981; Reineck 
and Singh. 1980; Readings 198G). A 25 cm long U-shaped 
fold i s  present in the upper half of the core (Figure 
llb, arrow 2 ) s  as well a5 a truncated overturned fold in 
the lower half (figure 11b. arrow 3 ) .  These structures 
are be1 i eved to be the resul t of i ce-keel turbat ion. 
Figure 1 0  a and b .  A and b are peel and radiograph of 
core V-19. Arrow 1 points to large burrow in  upper 
portion o f  core. A r r o w  2 points to cross laminations. 
Arrow 3 points to horizontally laminated sands and silts 
of the delta front. Scale i s  in cm. 
Figure lla and b.  A and b are peel  and radiograph of  
core V-20. A r r o w  1 pa in ts  to undeformed horizontally 
laminated sediments o f  the d e l t a  f r o n t .  Arrow 2 points  
t o  la rge  box f o l d  i n  upper port  ion o f  c o r e .  Arrow 3 
points to truncated overturned f o l d  i n  lower  p o r t  ion o f  
core. Scale i s  in  cm. 
CORE V-21 
Core V-21 was extracted from 4 m o f  water, 
approximately 1 8  km from shore. The core consists of 
horizontally laminated sand, clay, and organic interbeds 
commonly indicative o f  the delta front depositional 
environment (Figure 12a and b) (Tucker* 1981: Reineck 
and Singh, 1980: Reading7 1 9 1 4 ) .  Clay unite in  the 
upper portion of the core are extensively bioturbated 
and m o t t l e d  (Figure 1 2 b r  arraw 1 ) .  Wavy and contorted 
contacts indicative of ice overloadfng are dominant 
(F igure  12b1 arrow 2). The upper 25 cm o f  the core 
displays highly contorted and deformed bedding {Figure 
12b. arrow 3 ) ~  and these structures are believed t o  have 
resulted f r o m  i c e  gouging. 
CORE V-22 
Core V-22 w a s  extracted from .C m of water, 
approximately 15 km f r o m  share. The upper portion of 
this core consists o f  horizontal to steeply d ipp ing  
laminated and cross laminated sands. The sands are 
relatively clean? but contain v i r i  ble fibrous organic 
matter. A t  53 cm a large b e d f o r m  consisting o f  planar 
crossbedr an? ripple cro5s laminations exist. A minor 
port ion of this structure consists of w e i l  b e d d e d ?  crosE- 
and planar laminated peat .  This port ion of t i l e  core 
r e p r e s e n t s  a s h o a l  i n s  upward o f  sediments an1 i s  
indicative of dcpocitior; in a subaqueous distributary 
mcr-[th bar (Figtare 1 3 b -  arrolk! 1)  (He inecl:: and Singti, 
1980; Reading* 138&,) . The l o w e r  port  i o n  o f  this core 
consists of hor irontally laminatedr part i a l l y  deformel:. 
sand, clay, and organic interbeds which may suggest 
depo'itlon in t h e  delta front depositionai environment 
{Figure 1 3 b ~  arrow 2) (Tucker. 1 3 8 1 ;  Reineck and S i n g h r  
19SO: Reading? 198E.: . Some h i o turbat i o n  is e v  i d e n t  i n  
this portian of the core7 and organrc content is h i g % l y  
visible. 
CORE V - 2 3  
€:ore V-23 was extracted f r o m  the delta front in 1 rr: 
of water, approximately L k m  from shq,re. The core 
consists o f  horizontally laminated and ripple 
cross-laminated s a n d .  c l a y r  and organ i r interbeds 
(Figure 14b7 arrows). Some climbing r i p ~ l e  cross 
laminations are evident. Abraded twigs and plant s t e m s  
are abundant in the upper portion o f  the lower half o f  
the core. Bioturbation and mottling are restricted to a 
few smell units. No deformat ion i s  seen in  t h e  core, 
although some wavy contacts that may be indicative o f  
ice-overloading do exist (F igure  14a and b). The 
horizontal and ripple cross laminated sand, clay and 
organic interbeds may be indicative o f  deposition i n  the 
Figure 128 and b .  fi and  b are peel and radiograph of 
core V-21. Arrow 1 points  to bioturbated h o r i z o n .  
Arrow 2 points to wavy and undulatory contacts. Arrow 
3 points t o  highly deformed bedding ~n upper portion o f  
c a f e .  Scale i s  in  cm.  
Figure 13a and b.  A and b are peel and radiograph of 
core V-22. Arrow 1 points to steeply dipping laminated 
and cross laminated sands of the distributary mouth bar. 
Arrow 2 points to horizontally laminated sediments o f  
the delta front. Scale is in cm. 
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Figure 15 a and b. A and b are peel  and radiograph o f  
core V-53. Arrow 1 points to coring artifact in  lower 
portion o f  core. Scale i s  in  cm. 
Figure 14a and b. A and b are peel and radiograph of 
core V-55. Arrow 1 points to massive to partially 
laminated sediments o f  the  prodelta, and loaded deformed 
contact. Arrow 2 points to horizontally laminated 
sediments  o f  t h e  delta front. Arrow 3 points to 
p r o b a b l e  ice doformat i o n .  Scale is in  cm. 
medium to coarse-grained clean sand with minor silt 
intrrbeds. These sediments probably represent 
deposition in the sediment wave that was sanrplud {Figure 
17 o w  1 A prominent, scour and fill structure is 
present in the middle o f  this portion and all 
laminations are pronouncedly deformed into a concave-up 
fold structure, deforaation is probably the result o f  
ice gouging (Figure 1 7 s  arrow 2) .  
The lower 2/3 of this core consists of  highly 
bioturbatad and mottled clay and finely laminated sand 
interbedc suggesting deposition in the delta front 
environment (Figure 17, arrow 3) (Tucker. 1981; Rcineck 
and Singh. 1980; Reading* 1984). The clay contains 
abundant shall fragments and whole shells and displays 
no bedding. The sand i s  horizontally and trough 
cross-laminated. medium to fine grained, and clcan. 
Some rip-up clasts o f  clay with high organic content are 
present. 
DISCUSSION 
DEPOSITIONAL ENVIRONMENTS 
The analysis of cores in this study was undertaken 
with two major questions in mind: 1) What sedimentary 
structures, textures, and litholoqiss characterize 
deposition in an arctic shelf environment that is 
encroached upon by a major fluvial system; and 2) What 
type of deformational structures may be overprinted on 
the sediments in this environment through ice-keel 
turbat ion? 
It was acsumed that the redimentologicrl character 
o f  each core reflected its depositional environment when 
sampled. This assumption appears to be well founded 
based on the sedimentological evidencr present in the 
cores. This assumption fails in the event that the sea 
floor in the study area is rroaional. in which case the 
depositional environments described nay reflect Early 
Holocene deposition rather than present processes. In 
all cases. the sedimentological characteristics o f  each 
core were compared to the sedimentological 
characteristics of similar environments ( i  .e.. water 
depth, distance from shore, sediment influx) on lower 
latitude shelves that have been well documented in the 
literature (Tucker. 1981: Reineck and Singh. 1980; . .. 
Reading* 1986). in any instances where sedincntrry 
features in the cores diverged from docunentmd features 
o f  the particular depositional environment in question. 
and no other source of information could b r  found that 
described such r feature, it was assumed thrt such r 
feature ic peculiar to deposition in thrt environment on 
high latitude shelves. The following discussion is r 
summary of  general sadinentological features displayed 
Figure 17. Sketch o f  core V - 7 4 ,  Peel and radiograph 
photographs not rvailablc f o r  t h i s  core. Arrah 1 p o i n t s  
t o  sediment r a v e  deposit. Arrow 2 points to h i g h l y  
deformed laminations. A r r o w  3 points to delta front 
deposits. Scale is  in o n t i m e t e r r .  
in the offshore to onshore transect through the  study 
area.  
The water depthsy depositional environmentsr and 
stratigraphy o f  cores V-13. V-14, and V-15 compared 
well to the lower offshore shelf environment. 
Sediments described from low latitude, lower offshore 
she1 f environment in  d e p t h s  of 10 t o  30 m, generally 
consist o f  mudsy laminated to highly t~ioturbated.. 
der ivej from s u s p e n s ~  on s e ?  t ?  irrg: i n t e r t s c d d e d  wr ttt 
parallel laminated, occasionally r ipp ie  laminate]:- f i n e  
grained sands, derived from storm generated r u r r e n f s  
(TucE:err 1981: Re ineck and Singh7 1 9 1 C i : :  Read ir!q.- 1 9 8 C . )  . 
Cgres V-13 and V-14  c o n s i s t  of massive t c  faintly 
laminated clays interbedded with herirontally laminated 
f i n e  g r a i n e d  s a n d s  (Figurer 4 and 5 )  . Cgre V-15 
displayed character ist ics of t~oth lower and upper 
offshore s h e l  f cnvi  ronments !Figure GZ . The upper 
~ f f s h o r e  s helf i s  characterized by rnu~id-~, fine scnd 
aCzj xed and interhedde=j w !  t h  the sediments (mud and 
st-IT!? of t h e  1 crwer offshore s h e l  f {Re i neci:: and !=7 i n g i l ?  
138::.: Readins, 1Y8C.3. 
f ie terrnjn ing the deposittonal envrronment f o r  core 
V-lE., 4 k m  Inshore o f  ~zoi-e V - 1 5  iFigure 1L) was 
cornpi il=ated key the overp? inted deformat ion assac ; a t e $  
w i t h  i c e  gouging. The assianation o f  t h i s  c o r e  t o  t h e  
uzpe r  o f f  sh;:.-e shcl f eni-' I 701- men t re1 i e s  mzl-e  013 general 
i ! t h o l a ~ i t  trend relative to p o ~ i t i o n  with other cares 
ii-: the tra!-,=.ec:~ ~ t t ! - i s l  p o ~ i  t on o f  core V-16. i n  t h e  
ti-ansect, d l - i t j  the water d e p t h  1 m from iijtiiih I t  waz 
extracted. Core V-IS has a higher percentage !visual 
est imatf) of sand than does care V - 1 5 .  In the c 1 a c ~ : r a l  
s h e l f  environmznt> w h e r e  ice does not p l a y  a d o ~ : r n a n t  
r o l e ,  ?he  upper offsht@re s h e l  f zone prox ixal to the 
lower s k o r e f a c ~  (Re:rter!: anb E;!ngh- lYS<k! war-tld ccntat:--! 
th i cl;e:- and mg-e at~undani sand interbeds than the dic ta :  
up;?.er o f  f s?~o:-e  she1  f (Fie i neck: a n d  51 nghy 1980: F:ead I 35. 
1 3 F l i i .  In c c r e  'i-lC- the hrsher per!zentage o f  sand ?ha? 
m i g h t  normally b e  assgcisted with proximal upzer 
c f  f s h c r e  shelf is present7 b u t  clsy appear5 to t~e 
domina.nt in the  l i t h o l o g y .  It is this authcr's b e 1  ~ e f  
that the apparent abundance o f  c l a y  is due !c t h ~  
p r o x i ~ i t y  o f  the Colvtlle Delta and the  influence = f  
prodelta muds tn t h e  area.  The sand present i s  not rn 
the  form o f  interbeds, but rather a s  an admixture w i t h  
clays, b e 1  i e v e d  to result from v i g o r o u s  reworking by ice 
and currents. Barnes et d l . ?  I1379) hypothesized that 
bedding would not s u r v i v e  in a1-1 area of vigorous seabed 
scouring by grounded ice keels. Perhaps the distinct 
u ~ i t s  a f  sand and clay seen in core V-13 and V-14 are 
re!l.lorked b y  ice goupirtg into t h e  highly clefarmed sandy 
clay seen in  c o r e  V-lt (Figure 7). 
Core V - 5 3  i s  spatially located in the tranrec? 
hetween, and to the  east o f ,  V-15 and V-14. While the 
core i s  from a similar setting as cores V-15 and V-lb, 
i t  does  not display the same characteristics of v i g o r o u ~  
ice reworking shown in  V-15 and V-16.  Only the lower 
portion of the core displays distinct deformation and is 
composed of sandy clay (Figure 15bs  arrow 1)- Cares 
V-16 and V-53 are believed to represent a transitional 
zone between upper offshore she1 f deposi t i on and 
prodel t a  depos i t ion. 
Cores V-17 through V - 2 3 ,  and V-55 were all extracted 
onshore o f  the 10 m isobath and show a trend f r o m  
o f f s h o r e  t o  onshore of increasing degrees o f  fluvially 
dominated sedimentation. Cores V-17  and V-55  show a 
re la t  ive s h o r e w a r d  increase in clay content and a 
decrease in fine sand content (visual estimation) 
( F i g u r e  8 and 1k.) and represent the prodel ta 
environment. 
A 1 1  of the cores taken landward of the 2 m isobath 
a r e  conspicuously similar. Sedimentation at the 2 m 
isobath is a dramatrc change from massive clays offshore 
to thin finely laminated clay and f i n €  sand interbeds 
shoreward. It i s  this author's o p i n i o n  that the 2 m 
i c ck ia th  represents t h e  approximate seaward  limit o f  t h e  
del  ta front. Cores V-13  through V - 2 3  all represent 
deposition o n  the delta front. 
Cores V-17 through V-23> and V-55 were compared to 
t h e  delta front and prodelta environments described ty 
Tucker (1781 1 2  Re i n c - z k  and St ngh (1980) .* and Heading 
!191::.). F i g u r e  1Sa a r ! i  ti s h o w s  c o r e s  taken from tile 
G u a d a l u g e  Del ta ( f r o m  R E  ineck and Singh, 1980) ,  
displaying t h e  chara~zteristics o f  natural levee? marsh- 
delta f r o n t ?  and p r o d e l t a  environments. Cores from the 
Colville Del :a (Figures 8. 9? 1 0 7  1 1 9  1 2 ~  13= 14, a n d  
lb) show a strbkinq similarity with those of the 
5uadaiupe Delta. The most marked similarity is that of 
the  cores o f  the delta front and prodelta. The natural 
levee? and marsh environments were not cored in t h i s  
s t u dy> and therefore n o  cornpar ison can be m a b e .  
The sediments from the Colvllle Delta are generally 
more fine grained, but the overall similarity in  the 
morphological character between the gets o f  cores 1s 
irnpreesi v e ,  
In summary, the cores from Harrison Bay generally 
display a trend from offshore t o  onshare. of mues 
deposited from suspension settling, interbedded w i t h  
f i n e  sands d e r  ived f r o m  storm currents on the lower 
offshore shelf at depths qreater than 10 m (Figure 191, 
to increasingly more sandy sediments to about the 10m 
isobath (upper offshore shelf). In t h e  vicinity o f  the 
10 m isobath a transition zone between upper offshore 
shelf and prodelta environments i s  present, 
characterized by the muds o f  t h e  prodelta admixed and 
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Figure 18b. Horc cores f r o m  the Guadalupe Delta. 
Compare these cores with cores from the study area (From 
Reineck and Sinqh. 1980). 
Figure 19, Shel f  profile along chip's trackline and 
coring trrnsrct (A-A') showing core  l o c a l i t i e s  and 
hypothetical faciss associat ions.  
interbedded with the muddy fine sand o f  the upper 
offshore. Shoreward o f  the 10 n isobath to 
approximately the 2 m isobath is the pradeltr 
environment characterized by partially laminated very 
fine grained sediments (Figure 19). and shoreward of tho 
2 m isobath is  the delta front environment that i s  
characterized by thin horizontally laminated interbcds 
of clay. sand. and organic detritus (Figure 19). 
ICE-RELATED DEFORHATION 
The literature on ice keel deformation of the 
seabed i s  sparse (Reimnitz and Barnes* 1974; Barnes et 
al,, 1979; Reineck and Singh? 1980) . Hodelr discussing 
the formation of ice gouges are abundant (see previous 
work section). however no models discussing seabed 
deformation associated with ice gouging have been found. 
The following hypothesis is proposed for ice-related 
deformat ion. 
The process of i c e  gouging, regardless of genetic 
form (that is either pack-ice related or ice-berg 
related) leaves evidence in the stratigraphic record in 
the form of either the preserved gouge or the 
deformation associated with the process of gouging. As 
an ice keel plows through the seabed, i t  leaves in its 
wake a groove cut into the soft sediments of the ocean 
floor. As the ice keel passes through the sediment, two 
forces are acting simultaneously upon it. The 
horizontal force acting a s  the transport mechanism 
ti-em. windt currents, rotation of the i c e  pack. etc.), 
and the vertical force based on the weight o f  the ice 
supported by the seabed due to gravity. In Figure 20at 
Va represents the volume of ice above the waterline when 
the ice is completely buoyant (equilibrium). and Vb 
represents the volume of ice below the uaterline at 
equilibrium. The mass of the i c e  above the waterline 
when the ice is not moving can then be represented by Fa 
where Fa=tVa x density of sea i c e )  x gravity, and the 
mass of the i c e  below the waterline can be represented 
by Fb where Fb=(Vb x density of seawater - density of 
sea ice) x gravity. The net force exerted downward 
(Fnet) then will be equal to Fnet = Pa-Fb. Fnet = O 
when the buoyancy forces acting on the ice below the 
waterline balance with force axerted by the mass of the 
i c e  above the uaterline. Because of the density 
d i f fe rence  between ice and water the  ice floats w i t h  
approximately 1/5th o f  its volume above the waterline 
(Kavacr and Mellarr 1974: Grossl 1982). 
In the case where ice is touching the  bottom 
(Figure 20b)r Va becomes Va + some newly exposed volume 
(Vnew) above the water after touching the bottom, here 
called V1. The force then acting above the waterline 
(Fa) becomes Fa = ((Va + Vnew) x densi t y  of sea ice x 
Figure 201 through 2 0 c .  Graphic represrntation o f  
hypothetical model of ice gouging. A )  Floating ice, Fa 
e q u a l s  Fb 80 net force = 0 .  B) Ice touching bottom, new 
total volume exposed above uatrrline is  Vl (Va + Vnew). 
Fa is  not equal to Fb and the net forcer Fnet, ir 
greater than 0 by the amount o f  mars in Vneu. C )  Pbot 
i s  pressure exerted on bottom by ice keel. This modal 
can be likened to a woman standing in  high h r e l s ~  large 
weight distributed over rnrll surface area creates great 
prCISUrCs. 
gravity). and the force acting below the waterline is Fb 
= (Vb - Vnew) x [(density of seawater) - (density of sea 
ice)J x (gravity). The net force acting on the bottom 
in this case is Fnet Fa-Fb where Fnet will be W by 
the amount of mass in Vnew. 
If we now consider the  net f o r c e  acting on the 
bottom and the disequilibrium between the s i z e  o f  the 
i c e  mass relative to the size o f  the ice keel contacting 
the bottom we can see that the forces acting on the 
bottom from a grounded ice keel can be tremendous. To 
look at this example in  terms of pressures let's call 
the pressure exerted on the bottom a s  Pbot. Pbot then 
becomes Pbot=Fnet/surface area of the ice keel touching 
bottom. 
fi typical cross-sectional dimension of a pressure 
ridge i s  roughly 35 m wide at the water1 ine and the 
width of the keel is roughly 5 m at the bottom (Kovacs 
and Mellor, 1974). These proportions can be likened to 
s woman wearing high heeled shoes. The large mass of 
the woman distributed over the very small surface area 
o f  the bottom o f  the high heel creates extremely large 
pressures. In the case of the ice keel. the large mass 
of ice above the waterline distributed over the small 
surface area o f  the keel touching the bottom creates 
great pressures. In this cases the pressures exerted on 
the bottom by such a geometry are great. certainly 
enough to deform s o f t  sediments. 
There are obviously other factors that play a role 
in the deformation o f  any substrate* but this discussion 
is only a basic explanation and the inclusion of other 
factors here is beyond the scope o f  this report. For a 
more in-depth analysis o f  the physics and ice forces 
refer to Kovacs and Hellor (1974). 
In all cases. except where ice just touches 
bottoms some type o f  subsurface deformation probably 
occurs in soft sediments. The combination of loading 
by the weight o f  the ice ,  coupled with a horizontal 
translation. caused by transport processes. plows the 
seabed at the surface, and may result in lateral 
suhsurfacc movement o f  relatively soft and mobile 
sediments in response to loading preqsuree exerted by 
the ice keel . 
Deformation caused by ice keel overloading should 
range from simple load structures to more complex folded 
structures as seen in cores V-13 (Figure 4b, arrow 41, 
V-15 (Figure 4br arrow 3). V-14 (Figure 7b, arrous 1 and 
2)-  V-17 (Figure 8bt arrow 1). V-18 (Figure 9 b r  arrow 
2) P V-20 (Figure llb. arrows 2 and 3) + V-21 <Figure 12b, 
arrow 2)'  V-55 (Figure 14br arrows 1 and 3). and V-7& 
(Figure 17, arrow 2) . I f  an ice keel comer to rest on 
the bottoms s imple  loading will occur through the 
pressure exerted by the weight of the ice. The 
resulting structures nay be flame structures. ball and 
pillow structures or dish structuresr seen in cores V-13 
(Figure 4bt  rrrow 4) + V-15 (Figure 6 b p  arrow 3). V-21 
(Figure 12bt arrow 2). and V-55 (Figure 14br arrow 1) .  
If the grounded ice keel is subsequently moved. then a 
squeezing af the soft sediment below and away from the 
keel may occur and the result may be s i m p l e  asymmetrical 
folds seen in cores V-14 (Figure 7bs arrow 1 and 2). 
V-17 (Figure 8br arrow l)r V-18 (Figure 9b7  arrow 2) 
V-20 (Figure llb, arrows 2 and 31, V-21 (Figure 12b1 
arrow 3) . V-55 (Figure 16b. arrow 3) and V-76 (Figure 
17, arrow 2).  pointing away from the bottom of the ice 
gouge, much like tooth paste squeezed out o f  a tube 
(Figure 21). Because the sediments are soft (fine 
grained and unconsolidated), the tendency far the 
material to flow is high and the result should be 
elongation (thickening) of the folds in the hinge area 
and thinning along the limbs (Billings. 1972). In 
actual cases of i c e  gouged sediments, a combination of 
loading and folding can be seen (Cores V-14 (Figure 7bp 
arrows 1, 2, and 31, V-17 (Figure 8b. arrow I), V-18 
(Figure 9b ,  arrow 2 ) -  V-20 (Figure 1 1 b ~  arrows 2 and 31, 
V-21 (Figure 12bp arrows 2 and 3) . V-55 (Figure 14b, 
arrows 1 and 3) t V-76 (Figure 1 7 r  arrow 2 and 3 ) .  
The cores in this report provide examples of i c e  
deformed sediments, however, the observer is limited ta 
a 12 cm wide. unoriented cross-section through sediments 
that are known to be ice gouged. This makes the 
observation of large scale or continuous structures 
difficult. Figure 22 i s  a hypothetical cross-section 
through i c e  gouged sediments based on model 
considerations and cores. Figure 23 is a sketch o f  core 
V-16 from this study that might have been taken from an 
area not unlike Figure 22. Figure 24 is a photograph o f  
a wider core taken through ice deformed sediments on the 
North Sea t i d a l  flats and could also have been taken 
from an area of deformation modeled in Figure 22. 
ICE-SEDIMENT INTERACTION 
The cores analyzed in this study have offered a 
unique opportunity to observe the effects o f  ice 
sediment disturbance by drift ice on a high latitude 
shelf rnvironment. The transect of cores intersects 
zones with different intensity of seabed disruption by 
ice. This situation has allowed us to observe the 
deformation of several depositional environnontr 
associated with varying degrees of ice-disturbed ocean 
bottom. 
Figurc 25 is  a m a p  o f  i c e  gouge intensity <a 
product o f  maximum gouge depth. maximum gouge width, and 
gouge density per kilometer) in the study area with the 
locations of  the coring sites (after Barnes et al., 
Figure 21. Schematic drawing o f  ice gouging proccsr and 
related deformation o f  sea floor that may occur 
(modif ied after Barnes m d  Rerricr 1983). I t  ir the 
ruthor'r b e l i e f  that the sediments b r l a w  the gouge would 
tend to flow awry  from the bottom o f  the gouge causing 
rsyamrtricrl folds that are elongate (thickened) in the 
hinge areas and thin along the limbs. resulting in the  
apparent lengthening of lamina or bedding. 
Figure 22. Schmnrtic drawing o f  hypothmticrl 
cross-section through (presmrvrd) i c r  gouged rmdirrntr. 
Heavy l i n e r  in cross-section arc prerhrved gouge 
troughs. Refer  ta text for explanation. 
Figure 23. Sketch o f  core V-14, highlighting dmforrrd 
zones in  corm. Compare this Figure with Figure 22 m d  
Figure 24. Note similarity in  drforrationrl rtrucur+s. 
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Figure 24. Photograph o f  ice deformed sediments f r o m  
North Sea tidal f l a ts .  Note  s i m i l a r i t i e s  to cores from 
study area. Scale i s  in centimeters. (Photo f r o m  
Reineck and Sinqh, 1980). 
. . 
Figure 25 . Ice gouge intensity maP w i t h  coring 
localities overlain (modifird after Barnes rt r l .  1984). 
N o t e  that core transect crosses several d i f f e r e n t  rapped 
intensities of ice gouging. R e f e r  to t h i s  figure 
throughout discusstan o f  i c e  r e d ~ m e n t  interaction. 
1984). It can be seen that gouge intensity i s  low 
shoreward o f  the 10m isobath (Barnes e t  a1.r 1984). 
Offshore of the 10 n isobath ice gouge intensity quickly 
increases and varies from medium to very high (Barnos et 
a1 .. 1984). 
The variability in ice gouge intensity has been 
related to variability in ice cover (Barnes at a1.y 
1984). Onshore of the 10 m isobath is the tons of fast 
ice, an essentially stationary ice canopy that acts as 
an extension of  the land (Reimnitz et al.. 1978). Few 
winter gouges form in this area as ice movements are 
rare. Rt approximately the 10 m isobath* an inshore 
stamukhi zone forms during early winter where the 
stationary fast ice and the moving pack ice meet 
(Reirnni tx et a1 ., 1978; Barnes et a1 .. 1984). Grounded 
first year pressure ridges develop at this boundary and 
actively scour the bottom a s  the pack rotates westward 
(Reimnitz et g l r  1978; Barnes ct a l ~  1984). 
Consequently the intensity of i c e  gouging increases at 
this boundary (Figure 2 5 ) .  Gouge intensity is variable 
and decreases slightly offshore of 10 m until 
approx imatcly the 20 m isobath (Barnes et a1 ,, 1984) 
where the major stamukhi zone forms (Reimnitz et al.. 
1978). The grounded ice ridges of this stamukhi zone 
are believed responsible for the highest ice gouge 
intensities encountered on the shelf (Barnes et dl., 
1984). Intense gouging continues out to approximately 
the 40 m isobath and then decreases sharply because 
fewer ice keels can reach the bottom (Barnes et al., 
1984). 
Cores V-13 and 14 were taken from water depths o f  
19 m and 15 m respectively. Deformation in these cares 
is concave downward and is attributed to penetration o f  
the core barrel (Figures 4br arrow 3, and 5b, arrow 2). 
Small scale load features are present (Figure 4br arrow 
4) which is this author's be1 ief result from 
overpressuring by grounded ice. In general, these cores 
show little ice-related deformation and this correlates 
with a decrease in ice qouge intensity in  these water 
depths (Figure 25). 
Cares V-15 through 17, 53 and Sq taken f rom the 13 
m to 7 n depth range (Figure 1b). are be1 ieved to 
display intense deformation caused by ice gouging. 
Contorted and folded beddings and loaded contacts are 
dominant. Rip-up clasts (Figures 4br arrow 1, 7br arrow 
3. 8 b ~  arrow 3) as well as truncated and offset bedding 
(Figures 7b. arrows 1 and 2. 8br rrrow 1. l6b. arrow 3) 
are present. In general. internal core stratigraphy is 
obliterated (Figure 7b) ,  Here the intensity of possible 
ice related deformation cares corresponds to their 
position within the inshore stamukhi zone. The inshore 
stamukhi zone extends from approximately the 8 m isabath 
to the 12 m isobath (Barnes et al.,19&4). and cores 
extracted from this zone display the most intense i c e  
rmlated deformation. V-55 shows the smallest degree of 
deformation (visual estimate is less than 15X of core) 
of cores from this area and most likely lirr just 
inshore o f  the most intense i c e  turbation. 
With the exception of core V-20. cores V-18 through 
23, all from water depths less than 4 rn display little 
or n o  ice gouge related deformation. Internal 
stratigraphy uithin each core is coherent and consists 
dominantly of hor irontally laminated sands, ril tsl and 
muds. These cores were extracted from the area that i s  
covered by the fast ice canopy. It might be expected 
that little ar no deformation is present in these cores* 
because there is little or no ice movement for most o f  
the uinter (Barnes et al.. 1984). and any deformation 
may possibly be related to either shoreward i c e  push 
during winter. or to grounded ice during spring 
break-up. A few loaded contacts arc present (Figure 9b, 
arrow 1~ 11b. between arrows 1 and 2. 12b. arrow 2) but 
truncated laminations and bedding are probably related 
to hydraulic processes rather than ice. Core V-20 from 
1.5 m o f  water end only 3 Km from the delta is the 
anomaly for this group of cores. A box f o l d  is present 
in the upper half of the core (Figure llbl arrow 2) and 
an overturned fold occurs in the lower half (Figure llbl 
arrow 3). This author believes that these f o l d s  
rerpesent rare ice related disrutptions. 
I f  ice deformation o f  primary sedimentary 
structures occurs in the Beaufort Sea, as suggested by 
my observations. then ancient analogs of ice gouged 
sediments may be preserved in the stratigraphic recard? 
and should be recognizable an the basis o f  their 
structural deformation. Two examples o f  environments 
from the literature known to have had floating ice 
present suggest the presence o f  ice gouged strata, 
GLACIAL LWE AGASSIZ: 6N EXAMPLE OF PRESERVED ICE 
GOUGES 
Tho preserved lake plain of former Glacial Lake 
figassir in southern Hanitoba. eastern North Dakota, and 
western Minnesota around the Red River Valley displays a 
lake bed surface morphology that is characteristic of 
present d r y  sea floor morphology in heavily ice gouged 
areas of  the continental shelf off the  north s lope  o f  
A l a s k a  (Clayton et rl ., 1945). 
Lineations in the Lake Agassiz plain are typically 
characterized by ridges and troughs averaging 53 m wide 
and 2 m deep (Horbrrg. 1951) and bear a unique 
resemblance to ridges and troughs on the sea floor off 
the north slope o f  Alaska? where ridges and troughs are 
typically 3 m wide and 1 m deep (Reinnitr and 
Barnes* 1974). In both instances, lineations nay be a s  
1 ong a s  several k i 1 ome t ers. 
Horberg (1991) was first to observe and 
characterize the r i d g e r  and troughs on the Lake Agassir 
plain, Horberg hypothesized that the ridges were farmed 
by either fracture filling between blocks of lake ice, 
or as tundra ridges due to grounded ice wedges, Colton 
(19581 stated that the ridges were the result of frozen 
ground structures formed during the retreat o f  the late 
Wisconsin ice sheet. and based his hypothesis on the 
occurrence of per iqlac ial involut ions. foes i 1 ice 
wedges. and polygonal and network soil patterns. 
Clayton et al. (1945) reinterpreted the ridges and 
troughs a s  being ice-drag marks resulting from the 
grounding of float ing (glacial 1 icebergs. Gerhard 
(1980) also interpreted the ridges to be the result 
grounded ice. Dredge (19811, Fenton et al. (1983). 
Mollard (1983). and others have interpreted the 
lineations present on the Lake Agassiz plain ta be 
i ce-drag features. 
Horberg7s earliest observations r l r a  documented the 
occurrencc of deformation below ridges and troughs on 
the Lake Agassir plain. His original description i s  as 
follows: 
"Folded lake clays occur 3-8f t below the 
surface for a distance o f  about 2Sft. 
Asymmetrical folds with dips up to vertical 
could be traced from one side of the ditch 
across its bottom to the other side. The 
largest fold has a height o f  at least 4ft. 
Other deformed zones a few hundred f e e t  away are 
separated by areas in which the clay appears to 
be horizontal. A t  this locality i t  is difficult 
to explain the deformation other than by the 
former presence of grounded ice." 
Fenton et al. (1983) documents the presence of 
preserved cut and fill structures and folds in  the 
deposits of the Lake Agarsir plain. The cut and fill 
structures are believed to be preserved ice gouges below 
the present day surface, and the folds are believed to 
be a direct result of ice overloading. An outcrop 
sketch by Fcnton at rl. (1983) can be r e r n  in Figure 2b. 
Mollard (1983) presents the occurrence o f  large-scale 
folds and cut and fill structures for his hypothesis for 
the lineations being caused by ice scour, 
The aforem~ntionsd surface morphology and 
structural features from the lake bed o f  6lacirl Lake 
m a s s i t  are similar to those reported here  from ice 
gouged sediments on the continental shelf o f f  the North 
Slope of hlaska. 
L.1s1 West 
F igure 24. Outcrop sketch of preserved ice gouger and 
associated d e f o r m a t i o n  f r o m  the Lake Agassiz plain.  
(From Teller and Clayton: cds. Fenton et r l s  1983). 
The documented occurrence o f  asymmetrical folds 
below the large cut an fill features on the Lake Agassir 
plain by previous researchers supports my hypothesis for 
the type of deformation that may occur in the process o f  
i ce  gouging. The similarities between the Beaufort 
Shelf surface morphology and core stratigraphy w i t h  Lake 
Agassiz surface morphology and sediments supports the 
interpretation that the features preserved in the Lake 
hgassiz plain are palso ice gouges and that these 
features may be characterized an the basis of the 
sedimentary and deformational structures associated with 
them. The ability to trace lithologic units between ice 
gouges on the Lake Agassiz plain, in contrast to the 
lateral discontinuity in the Beaufort Sea, suggests a 
lower intensity of i c e  gouging. or more rapid 
sedimentation in lake Agassiz. The lack of preservation 
of laterally continuous lithologic units in the Beaufort 
sea may reflect rapid reworking in relation to the rates 
of sedimentation. 
LATE PLEISTOCENE LhCUSTRINE SEDIMENTS OF THE ONTARIO 
BASIN. CANADA: AN ALTERNATIVE INTERPRETATIQN- 
Glacial and postglacial sediments exposed in the 
cl i ffs along the Scarborough Bluffs at Lake Ontario, 
Canada consist in part o f  hummocky and swaley 
cross-stratified sands contained within a 
glaciolacustrine complex composed of fine grained 
sediments (Eyles and Clark. 1984) . 
The rocks, locally known as the Don Beds* represent 
sediments deposited on the floor of a glacier-dammed 
lake during early and middle Wisconsin time (Eyles and 
Clark, 1986). The sedimentary structures observed in 
the local i ty are described as subparallel undulatory 
cross-strata with l o w  angle terminations and truncations 
that are either convex-up or concave-up defining a 
hummock or a swale respectively. The structures appear 
to be radially symmetrical and have wavelengths up to 4 
m and heights up to 40 cm. Laminations a l o n g  the tap of 
the hummocky forms are typically truncated and mantled 
by symmetrical wave ripples and mud drapes. In many 
cases these bedforms are in erosional contact with 
similar bedforms above and below. These structures 
commonly contain ice-rafted droprtoner and in some cases 
are reported to display convoluted and deformed bedding 
(Eyles and Clark, 1986). A typical outcrop and sketch - 
can be seen in f igure 27. 
These deposits are interpreted to have formed as a 
result of sedimentat ion below storm waves that entrain 
large volumes of  sand, and that hummocks m y  b m  very 
large post-vortex ripples with individual laminations 
representing pulses of liquefactions suspension, a n d  
sedimentation o f  sand by a ringla storm wave or wave 
Figure 27. Outcrop photograph and sketch o f  believed 
s t o r m  generated bedforms in the Scarborough Bluffs* 
Ontario. Note  the similarity to ice gouged sediments in 
Lake Agassir (Figure 2 6 ) s  and compare t o  hypothetical  
cross section (Figure 22) and to structures present in 
cores (Figures 6* 7 .  8.  91 117  12, 16. and 17). These 
unusual bedforms may very well be i c e  gouge related. 
(From Eyles and C l a r k ,  1986) 
train (Eylrs and Clark. 198b).  Eyleo end Clark state 
that the precise hydrodynamic setting and cvalution o f  
such deposits are not fully understood, but baliave that 
they must result from strong oscillatory flousr or at 
- - .  least oscillatory dominant combined flow (Eylrs m d  
Clark. 1984). 
An alternative hypothesis for the development of 
the hummocky and swalry bedforms present in the 
Scarborough B l u f f s  suggests these structures may in  part 
result from ice gouging. The paleoclimatic setting at 
the tire of deposition o f  the units certainly favors the 
presence of  floating ice, and i s  in part confirmed by 
the presence of dropstones. 
The preservation o f  well defined cut and fill 
structures below which are deformed. laminated 
sediments. coupled with the presence of floating ice 
suggests the origin of these unusual structures could be 
related to drifting ice k e e l s .  It may be that some o f  
these features are derived from storm generated waves* 
but the loaded nature o f  underlying contacts, and the 
deformed character of the sediments involved, a s  well as 
the similarity to described localities of known i ce  
gouged sediments (Fenton et d l . .  1983). give strong 
evidence in favor of i c e  disrupted sedimentation in the 
area. 
SUMMARY 
The relative intensity of disturbance caused by 
grounded ice seen in  a transect af sediment cores can be 
directly correlated to patterns o f  mapped ice gouge 
intensity in the same area. and the ice gouge intensity 
can subsequently be correlated to areas o f  greatest 
pressure ridge development. 
fi hypothetical model based on the sedimentological 
characteristics of cores in this study has been 
developed for the deformation associated with the  ice 
gouging process. Soft sediment deformation in  areas 
where ice gouging is dominant is believed to range from 
simple load structures to more complex folded and 
faulted bedding. This  deformation has been depicted 
schematically in a hypothetical cross-sectional model 
(Figures 21 and 2 2 ) .  
The data gathered in this study have been compared 
to ancient rocks from areas where floating ice was known 
to be present. Deformation in sediments documented in 
the ancient environment correlates to deformation 
observed in  the modern analog and is believed to fit the 
hypo the t i cal model . 
Furthermore, sediments and structures in the 
Ontario Basin believed to have been derived from storm 
generated currents have been compared to cores and 
observations in this study. fin alternative 
interpretation o f  those sedimentary structures proposed 
here is  that they are the result of sediment disturbance 
by drifting ice. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The sediments investigated in this study have a 
complex depositional history that has in many cases been 
overprinted by deformation caused by the process o f  ice 
gouging. The fact that ice-sediment interaction plays 
an important role in the development s f  d~formational 
structures i s  evident from the cores analyzed in this 
study. 
1. Ice related deformation has been preserved in 
recent sediments from the study area. 
2. Ice related deformation can range f rom simple 
load structures to complex folded and faulted 
structurrs. 
3. The intensity o f  i c e  related deformation can be 
tentatively correlated with mapped trends in i c e  gouge 
int~nsi ty. 
4. L i t h o l o g i c .  textural+ and structural criteria 
normally used to classify sediments to a depositional 
environment may be entirely obliterated if i ce  was 
present during deposition or prior to lithification. 
Areal extent o f  one laterally continuous lithologic unit 
is probably greatly influenced by the relative intensity 
of the i c e  gouging process. 
5. Drformational features found in i ce  gouged 
sediments are unusual enough to be used as r base 
criteria for the identification and interpretation of 
ancient ice-deformed sediments. and two examples have 
been used to illustrate and support this argument. 
This has been a preliminary investigation: 
in-depth experiments on the formation o f  i c e  related 
deformation. and exhaustive field work to find more 
examples in the stratigraphic record have not been 
conducted. Emphasis in future studies should be 
concentrated on working laboratory models of ice 
gouging, and extensive field work should be conducted to 
ascertain if other examples of preserved ice gouges and 
the associated deformation exist in the ancient rock 
record. 
APPENDIX A 
CORE DESCRIPTIONS 
CORE V-13B 
Core V-13B located at 70'44.8" north latitude, 
150'28.1" west longitude in 1 9  m o f  water- 
0-10 em i s  composed of clay, green to green grays 
massive, burrows and pclecypod fragments present. Sand 
interbeds and laminae scattered with contorted contacts. 
Sand is pink. clear, and translucent. fine to very fine 
grained quartz. Hematite (limonite ?I staining common 
in rand. 
10-14 cm is sand. pink. clear. and translucent 
quartz. commonly with Fe oxide stain. fine to very fine 
grained. scattered medium grains and shell fragments. 
Hud balls common in this unit. composed o f  green t o  gray 
clay. 
14-19 cm is sandy clay, green to green-gray. 
pelecypad fragments common. upper a n d  lower contacts 
deformed . 
19-25 em is clay and sand interbeds. Clay i s  green 
to green-gray, massive. slightly mottled. sand is fine 
t o  very fine grained clean quartz. Bedding m d  contacts 
very irregular and contorted. deformed. 
25-39 cn i s  clay. green to green-gray* sandy i n  
part with shell fragments common. nasoive. upper contact 
deformed. 
39-49 cn i s  sand. pink. clear. and translucent. 
fine to very fine grained quartz. h o r i z o n t a l l y  
laminated, upper and lower contacts deformed, loaded. 
49-51 cm is  sandy clay. massive. upper and lower 
contacts deformed. 
51-53 cm is clay, green to green gray, massive. 
deformed contacts. 
53-59 cm is sandy clay. visibly laminated in upper 
4cm7 laminations slightly deformed. some possibly 
truncated. lower 2 cm is massive. 
59-61 c m  sand lense extending upward at 30 degrees 
and in 3 cm into sandy clay. contacts irregular. 
61-76 cm is sandy clay' scattered coarse sand 
grains and pebbles' rare pelecypod fragments* some 
distorted laminations in upper part. sl ightly mottled 
with irregular pockets of sand or pebbly mud. Lower 
contact visibly deformed. 
74-87 cm is composed o f  interbeddcd clay and sandy 
clay* laminations well defined. and in places highly 
deformed. very tight recumbent fold in the middle o f  
this section, deformation may be a result of coring 
disturbance. 
CORE V-14 
Core V-14 located at 70'41.5" north lat i tude7 
150'27.2" west longitude in 15 m o f  water. 
0-9.5 cm is composed of silty sandy clay. slightly 
mottled, no distinct bedding, brown to brownish-gray. 
9.5-11.5 cm is composed of sand, fine t o  very fine 
grained with abundant pelecypod fragments and pebbles. 
Upper and lower contacts deformed* (loaded 7 ) .  
11.5-43.5 cm is composed of clay* dark to drab 
green. and brown, silty in spots but with random 
orientation. massive in core and peel. faint bedding and 
laminations visible in radiograph* highly deformed in 
spots, some actual offset observed in laminations on 
radiograph. Slight edge deformation due to coring. 
Overall character of core is coarsening upward. 
CORE V-15 
Core V-15 located at 70'37" north latitude* 150'27" 
west longitude in 12.4 a of water. 
0-9 cm i s  composed of sand, fine to vary f i n e  
grained with silty matrix* no v i s i b l e  bedding in core or . 
, . 
peel* but large burrow evident on radiograph f r o m  0 to 4 
em. Burrow has cleaner sand of same grain size,  Sand 
is  relatively homogcmeous with cleaner sand in lourr 
part. Lower contact is highly deformed. 
9-14 c r  is clay? gray to green. massive. very sandy 
in part (pockets?). Upper and lower contacts deformed. 
14-18.5 cm i s  sand, fine to very f i n e  grained. 
silty matrix. laminated. with some laminations truncated 
just below upper contact. 
18.5-20.5 cm is a lensr of clay. green to gray and 
m a s s  i ve . 
20.5-23.3 cm i s  sand. fine grained and admixed with 
sandy clay7 moderately uell laminated. some s h e l l  
fragments present* upper contact with clay lens i s  
highly deformed (loaded). lower contact only moderately 
deformed. 
23.5-25 cm is a lens of clay? green to grays 
mass i ve . 
25-29.5 cm is sandy clay7 gray to greenish. some 
laminations visible on radiograph near top contact. 
moderately deformed. shell fragments visible on 
radiograph and in  core, 
29.5-31 cm is sand7 very fine grained, silty 
matrix. upper and lower contacts highly deformed. 
31-41 cm i s  clay* gray to green. massive, some 
laminations evident in lower part. all laminations are 
deformed giving a distinct mottled appearance on the 
radiograph, laminations not v i s i b l e  on core. but are 
faint on peel. 
41-44.5 cm is sand, fine to very fine grained. 
moderately well laminated. p o s s i b l e  ripple cross 
laminations in upper part. Upper contact also 
deformed. 
44.5-46.5 cm is sandy clay7 gray to greenish, 
grading into sand in lower part. 
46.5-59 cm is sand, fine to very fine grainedz 
silty in top part grading into clean sand in bottom, 
steep angular crass laminations are truncated at upper 
contact. Large block o f  moderately clean rand is 
apparent on radiograph* however the same area appears 
only deformed on peel. Laminations in block are 
horizontal. 
50-51.5 cm i s  clay. green to greenish gray. 
massive* upper and lower contacts h iqhly deformed. 
51.5-55.5 cm i s  sand and sandy clay, clay pockets 
present, highly irregular and deformed upper and lower 
contacts. 
55.5-b2.5 cm i s  clay and sandy clayy green to gray 
and dark gray. massive except where very sandyt two 
lx4cm blocks of sandy clay are visible on the radiograph 
in the middle of this section. Blocks are well 
laminated and rest together with great angular 
discontinuity, upper contact highly deformed* lower 
contact 11 ightly deformed, 
62.5-77.5 cm is sand and candy clay* rand i s  very 
clean? dark gray. and appears to be tightly folded.  very 
fine grained. The sandy clay occupies the inside of the 
fold- The sand also contains scattered pebbles and 
shell fragments. 
77.9-97.5 cm ir composed o f  highly deformed sandy 
clay and silt. gray to dark gray. sand is very fine 
grained. Some sandy pockets. Deformation appears to be 
the result of core removal. 
CORE V-16 
Core V-14 located at 70'34.3" north latitude, 
150'28.2" west longitude in 11.9 m o f  water. 
0-5 cm is clay* dark green to drab? massive in 
tore, some bedding in peel. appears mottled on 
radiograph. Sandy in part with sand occurring in small 
pocke ts .  
5-47 cm is clay, sandy clay and sand laminae, Clay 
i s  dark green to brown. massive in core and peels 
laminated in radiograph. Sandy clay is green to gray in 
core, gray in peel. massive in core. some structure is 
evident in peel. laminated in radiograph, Sand is fine 
to very fine grained quartz with silty matrix* massive 
in core, laminated in peel and radiograph. This portion 
of core is extremely disrupted and deformed. 
Deformation is best explained by coring effects since 
much o f  the greatest deformation occurs at core edge. 
47-50 cm is sand, brown to gray, fine to very fine 
grained. laminated. deformed. 
50-42 cm i s  clay and sandy clay. Clay i s  dark 
green to brown, and gray. mottled in core and p e e l .  
laminated and deformed in radiograph. Sandy clay i s  
green to gray in core and pcel. laminated in core and 
peel* laminated and deformed in radiograph. Upper and 
lower contacts of this unit are deformed. 
42-97.5 cm is composed o f  clay and sandy clay 
with sand pockets. Clay i s  green to gray. massive in 
core. laminated in pee l  and radiograph. Sandy clay is 
light to dark gray, massive in core laminated in peel 
and radiograph. This section of core is extremely 
deformed. Some small scale folds ex irt as well a s  
numerous shear planes and offset laminrt ions. Folds and 
offset are best visualized on radiograph. Defarmatian 
is probably not coring related as some overlying units 
are relatively undeformed. 
CORE V-17 
Core V-17 located at 70'34" north latitude, 
150'28.2n west longitude in 8.5 m of watcr, 
0-10 cm is clay. dark green. massive in core. but 
slightly silty in part, vertical structure v is ib le  in 
radiograph m a y  be a relic burrow or some type of coring 
disturbance. 
10-10.5 c r  is a lens of 1 ight gray. fine grained 
sand. appears to be the terminating point o f  vertical 
structure mentioned above. 
10.9-20.5 cm i s  clay. dark green. massive. with 
very fine grained. laminated s i l t y  sand pockets. 
Laminations in sand pockets are deformed. 
20.5-23.5 cm is clay? dark green. massive, some 
contorted laminations visible on radiograph. 
23.5-24 cm is sandplight gray. very fine grained, 
silty. deformed, 
24-40.5 cm is clays dark green. massive in core and 
peel, highly deformed in radiographs sandy in parts 
scattered pelecypod and gastropod shell fragments. 
40.5-47.5 cm is clay and sandy clay. Clay is  green 
to gray. faint bedding in core and peel. deformed in 
radiograph. Sandy clay is gray. laminated in core and 
peel, highly deformed i n  radiograph. This unit grades 
down into sand and clay interbeds. 
47.5-42.5 cm i s  sand and clay interbeds. Sand is 
gray, fine to very fine grained. laminated. Clay is 
green to gray. mostly massive but mottled in part. This 
unit has a highly mottled appearance due to the highly 
contorted nature o f  the sandlclay lamination contacts. 
Some deformed lenses o f  sand are also present. 
42.5-47.5 cm is sand. gray, very fine grained* 
silty* deformed, 
47.5-74.5 cm is clay. dark green to gray? massive 
to horizontally laminated8 some contacts deformed. 
74.5-79.5 cm is rand, fine to very fine grained, 
very silty matrix, laminated. Two small blocks of this 
material rest inside this unit with an angular 
discontinuity o f  laminations. and appear to be blocky 
intraclasts or rip up clasts. 
79.5-82.5 cm is clay* green. faintly laminated, 
deformed. 
82.5-84-5 cm is interbedded very fine rand and 
s i l t s  and clay. Laminations in this unit are deformed 
and sheared. and offset is apparent on radiograph. 
Contacts highly deformed. 
84-5-95.5 cm is composed of interbedded clay and 
sandy clay. Appears massive in core* some bedding in 
peel. Laminated and deformed on radiograph. Small folds 
and shear plane with offset are visible in bottom of 
core on radiograph. .. 
CORE V-18 
Core V-18 located at 70'33.2" north latitude* 
15QP27.9" uest longitude in 3.3 m of water. 
0-17 cm is composed of sand m d  clay interbeds. 
The sand is  gray. fine to very f i n e  grained. partially 
oxidizedt horizontally laminated. The clay i s  medium to 
light gray, silty i n  part. horizontally laminated. 
Slight edge deformation due to caring. 
17-18 cn is clay, gray. massive in core. laminated 
in peel and radiograph. upper contact deformed, 
18-22 cm is clay. sandy clay. and sand interbeds. 
Sand and clay as above. horizontally laminated. 
22-23 cm is sand. gray, very fine grainad. ripple 
cross lamination which are truncated at upper contact. 
23-25 cm is  clay. greenish grayc massive. 
25-24.5 cm is sand and organic interbeds. Sand is 
gray, fine to very fine grained. lenticular with 
laminations truncated against edge o f  organics. 
Organics a 1 ight to dark brown and black. fibrous plant 
material and detritus. lensoidal. 
26.5-28.5 cm is sand. gray to light gray. fine to 
very fine grained. sil tyr horizontally laminated with 
some laminations approaching crossbedding. erosional 
upper contact with unit above. markedly angular. 
28.5-32 cm is sand and organic (peat) interbeds. 
Sand is as  above but truncates horizontally laminated 
organics. Organics consists of partially oxidized 
compacted fibrous plant debris. 
32-40.5 cm is horizontally laminated sand, clay? 
and organic interbeds. The sand is gray. fine to very 
fine grained. disseminated organic component to grains, 
silty in part, horizontally laminated. Clay i s  green to 
gray. faintly laminated? rich in organics. some wholly 
organ i c 1 am i nae . 
40.5-41 cm i s  peat, horizontally laminated with 
sl ightly deformed lower contact. 
41-41.3 cm i s  clean sand, very fine grained, 
horizontally laminated. 
41.3-43.3 cm i s  peat* green to dark brown and 
black, some coal possible* horizontally laminated, 
highly deformed lower contact. 
43.3-50 cm is clay with minor sand and organic 
interbeds. Clay i s  green to gray, massive in core, 
faintly laminated in  peel and radiograph. Organic 
content of clay is high (25-30X) and is very visible on 
radiograph. 
50-51 cm is  sand7 gray, fine t o  very fine grained, 
silty. ripple crass laminated. Cross laminations are 
truncated along upper contact. 
51-55 cm is rand. light grays fi,ne t o  very fine 
grained* silty matrix* horizontally laminated with 
abundant organics. Organic laminations truncated by 
sand body. 
55-54 cm is clay, greenish gray. massive. grading 
downward into sandy clay and clay. 
54-39 cn i s  clay and sandy clay with minor 
interbedded organics and sand pods. Clay and sandy clay 
is green to gray, sl iqhtly mottled* horizontally 
laminated, small organic component. Small sand pods are 
fine grained, ril  ty, well laminated. and show up on 
radiograph as well laminated blocks and angular chunks 
suspended in the clay. 
59-77 cm is clay, dark green to qray, massive in  
core, uell laminated on radiograph. Some lamination 
contacts show minor deformation (loading?). minor 
organic component. 
77-78 cm i s  peat, green to brown and b l a c k .  some 
coal possible. compacted~ well laminated. 
78-111 cm is clay and sandy clay. Clay is green to 
green gray, massive in core and radiograph. minor 
organic component+ appears highly bioturbated on 
radiograph but no burrows can be discerned. Clay grades 
downward into sandy clay. Sandy clay is gray, massive, 
also appears bioturbatedt but no burrows evident. Sandy 
clay in this unit grades to clayey sand along i t ' s  
bottom contact. Obvious overall fining upward 
sequence - 
111-112.5 cm is clay, greenish gray. massive, 
deformed upper and lower contacts. 
112.5-119.5 cm is sand, gray, fine grained, silt 
and clay matrix. high organic content, massive. 
119.5-144 cm i s  composed dominantly of clay with 
one large structure in i t  composed of sand and organics. 
The sand is grays fine grained and interbedded with 
compacted fibrous plant debris, (grasses?). The 
structure forms a partial fold with the laminations 
being vertical in relation to the core at the top o f  the 
structure, and tapering off to about 30 degrees in the 
bottom part o f  the structure. This structure i s  
suspended in a body o f  clay and has no similar 
lithologies above or below i t .  The clay surrounding 
this structure is green to gray? massive in core and 
radiograph. but has a high organic content that appears 
to be rootlets of grasses and plant stems. The organics 
incorporated into the clay do not form m y  crude 
bedding, but do, however, appear to be in growth 
position. There is also no evidence o f  bioturbation in 
this section, but it is highly suspect. 
CORE V-20 
Core V-20 located at 70'31.4" north latitude, 
150'27.5" vest longitude in 1.5 m of water. 
0-9.5 cm is composed of sand? brown to dark brown. 
oxidized. fine to very fine grained. horizontally 
moderate to uell laminated. 
9.5-10.5 cm is sand, medium to dark brawn. fine to 
very f i n e  grained, interbedded with fibrous organic 
ratter. r ipp le  cross laminated with crass laminations 
truncated along upper contact. 
10.5-15 cn i s  sand, dark gray to brown. fine 
grained. silty, interbrdded with organic debris and 
coal* horizontally laminated. Organic matter is a 
component grain in the sand. 
15-24 cm is sand. clay and organic interbeds. The 
sand is 1 ight gray. fine grained. has a silt and c l a y  
matrix, horizontally laminated. Clay i s  green t o  gray. 
massive i n  care, faintly laminated in peel. well 
laminated in radiograph. The organic laminae are dark 
brown to black. well laminated fibrous organic matter. 
24-40.5 cm is sandy clay interbedded with organics. 
The sandy clay is gray. with f i n e  to very fine sand, 
well laminated with dark brown fibrous organic 
interbeds. This sectian o f  core is highly deformed into 
a box fold l i k e  structure. The structure i s  most 
visible on the pee l .  but does show up on the radiograph. 
The structure is concave up and i s  most likely not the 
resul t of cor ing . 
40.5-47.5 cm is clay and organic interbeds. 
Organic interbeds in this section are large and average 
1 cm in thickness? are brown* and have a large coal 
component. &I1 laminae in this sectian arc affected by 
deformation in unit above? and show a concave up 
structure. 
47.5-59.5 cm is sand? gray to brown? fine to very 
fine grained. some organic component and interbedst 
highly deformed laminations. 
59.5-70.5 cm i s  of sand and clay interbeds. The 
sand and clay i s  ar  above+ but the interbeds are highly 
deformed into r structure that resembles a recumbent 
fold. The fold is truncated along a shear plane just 
upwards af its axis* and holds a great resemblance to a 
thrust plane. This structure is extremely well defined 
in both the peel and radiograph. 
70.5-87.5 cm i s  sand. gray to brown, fine to very 
fine grained. massive with a distinct mottled appearance 
on core* peel and radiograph. This section shows many 
irregular truncated planes and appears highly deformed. 
although no consistent lamination planes arc present. 
87.5-122.5 cm is composed of sand* sandy clay. and 
silt and organic interbeds. The sand and sandy clay 
occupy the upper 3 cm of this unit and are medium to 
light gray with very fine grained sand. moderately 
laminated with 1 i ttle deformation. T!is sandy clay 
grades down into silt. green to gray. and brown, with 
dark brown fibrous organic interbeds. This unit is' 
moderately well laminated a n d  shows no deformation other 
than edge effect due to coring. Several sets o f  
asymmetrical ripple marks with cross lamination exist 
with the cross laminations on all sets being truncated 
along their upper contact. 
CORE v-21 
Core V-21 locatad at  70'33.8" north latitude, 
151*.01" west longitude in 4 m o f  water. 
0-1 cm is composed of clay, light gray. massive. 
1-36 cm i s  sand. light brown to gray* f ine  to very 
fine grained, oil ty matrix. well laminated. highly 
deformed. scattered clayballs. This unit i s  highly 
deformed. with a structure resembling a large fold in 
the top 15 cm, Laminations around clay bodies show 
evidence of flow? minor f o l d s  throughout unit. Faint 
vertical burrow can be seen on radiograph. 
36-37 cm is clay. gray. massive. 
37-38 cm is sand* medium gray, fine grained with 
silty matrix, well laminated, sl ightly deformed. 
38-41 cm i s  clay* sands and organics. Clay and 
sand as above* organics are light brown to brown and 
black. some coal evident. well laminated. 
41-48 cm is clay, green to gray, massive, partially 
mottled on radiograph. 
48-70 cm is sand, gray. fine t o  very f i n e  grained, 
poorly laminated, highly deformed upper and lower 
contacts (loaded?) . 
70-72 cm is clay* greenish gray* mostly massive 
with some mottled texture in radiograph. 
72-77 cm is sand, fine grained* silty matrix, some 
lamination apparent on radiograph, highly deformed lower 
contact. 
77-83 cm is clay and sand interbeds. Clay is gray 
to greensand massive. Sand is gray, fine grained* very 
silty, faintly laminated* lensoidal. 
83-91 -5 cm is clay, green to gray. massive with 
some sandy pockets. 
91 -5-92.5 cm is sand* gray, fine grained. silty. 
faintly laminated* upper and lower contacts sl ightly 
de f armed. 
92.3-93.5 cm is clay, gray. massive. 
93-5-96 cm is sand. gray to brown. fine to very 
fine grained. silty, faintly laminated* lensoidal. 
96-117 cm i s  clay. gray, partially laminated in 
upper and lower part. mottled to massive in remainder, 
Upper and lower contacts slightly deformed.  
117-119 cm is sand* gray. fine grained, silty. 
massiver upper and lower contacts def-ormed, w i  t h  lower 
contact highly deformed. 
119-121 cm is clay* gray to green, massive. Upper 
contact highly deformed, lower contact undeformed. 
121-122 cm is  sand* gray. fine grained* silty? 
mass i ve . 
122-137 cm i s  clay. greenish gray, m o s t l y  massive 
but has some evidence o f  faint laminations in upper and 
lower part on radiograph* some minor shell fragments. 
137-140 cm i s  sand, gray* fine to very f i n e  
grained* s i l t y  in  part. well laminated, highly deformed, 
may be partially folded. 
140-155 cm Is clay, green to gray. massive. some 
evidence of faint laminations an radiograph. highly 
deformed upper and lower contacts. 
155-157 cm i s  clay with abundant organics. Clay is 
gray, and massive. Organics are disseminated peat and 
plant stems or small twigs?. 
157-177 cm is composed of clay (as above) with 
small organic rich pockets and interbeds. Maderately 
laminated with some deformation along lamination 
contacts. 
CORE V-22 
Core V-22 located at 70'32.5" north latitude, 
150'59.6" west longitude in .4 m of water. 
0-12 cm is composed of silty sand? medium to light 
gray. fine to very fine grained. scattered shell 
fragments and mudballs. faintly laminated. 
12-87 cm i s  sand with intermixed organics. The 
sand is brown to dark gray, fine to very fine grained* 
very r i 1 ty, h i gh organ i c component as grains (coal 1 
well laminated, highly deformed. Organic interbeds are 
very fine fibrous plant debris, compacted, well 
laminated. deformed. This unit shows an unusual 
structure in its middle. The structure is composed of 
steeply dipping laminations dipping in different 
directions about a central axis.  Near the central axis 
the laminations dip less and approach horizontal. 
Several ripple cross lamination sets are prevalent in 
this unit, and are subsequently deformed by this 
structure. Below this structure is undeformed 
horizontal laminations. 
87-88 cm is clay. green, massive. with some shell 
fragments. 
88-98 cm is sand? brown to gray. fine to very fine 
grained, silty, small organic component. harizontally 
laminated. 
98-114 cm is sand and clay interbeds. The sand is 
brownish gray* fine grained. sil ty* faintly laminated* 
deformed. The clay is gray* generally massive but with 
some faint lamination* laminated in radiograph. 
114-170 crn i s  composed of sand, clay, and organic 
interbads. The s a n d  is gray to brown, fine to very fine 
grained. very silty in part. horizontally moderately to . 
well laminated. high organic component to grains. 
several  sets o f  ripple cross lamination apparent. The 
clay is gray. massive with a moderate organic component. 
The organics are well laminated* highly abraded plant 
drbr is and coal. including twigs* grasses. plant sterns, 
and peat. One organic rich lamination contains a twig 1 
cm in  diameter. A vertical burrow 45 cm long is present 
in this unit m d  can easily be seen on the radiograph as 
well as the peel. The burrow has caused little to no 
disturbance o f  the laminations that it  penetrates. 
CORE V-23 
Core V-23 located at 70'29.5" north latitude. 
150'59.5 west longitude in 1 m of water. 
0-4 cm is composed of sand* brown to gray, fine to 
very fine grained. silty. horizontally laminated. 
4-7 cm i s  clay. green* massive. 
7-8 cm is sand. gray. clean. oxidized? fine 
grained* horizontally laminated. 
8-10.5 cm ie clay* greenish gray. faintly 
laminated* some fine sand laminations. 
10.5-15.5 cm is sand* brown to gray. fine to very 
fine grained. silty. horizontally laminated with 
undulating contacts. 
15.5-34.5 cm is clay and organic interbeds. The 
clay is greenish gray. and massive. The organics are 
brown to black, very f ine* fibrous. hor irontally 
laminated. 
34.5-44.5 cm i s  sand* medium to fine grained. 
mottled, bioturbatrd?, faintly deformed laminae. 
44.5-48.5 cm i s  clay and sand interheds. Clay as 
above, sand is gray fine grained. silty* laminated. 
48.5-51.5 cm is clay and organic interbeds. Clay 
as above* organics are thin fibrous laminae of plant 
detritus. 
51 -5-52 cm is sand. gray, fine grained. silty- 
ripple cross laminated to horizontally laminated. 
52-57 cm i s  clay* organics. and minor sand laminae, 
Clay. sand* and organics as above* horizontally 
laminated. 
57-41 cm is sand, gray. fine grained, silty. 
several ripple cross laminated set with laminations 
truncated along top contacts of individual sets. fippear 
almost as climbing ripple marks. 
61-73 cm is clays greenish gray* massive to 
horizontally laminated, minor organic component. 
73-74.5 cm is sand. gray. fine grainedr silty, 
mass i ve . 
74.5-94-5 cm is sand and organic laminae. The sand 
is gray, fine grained silty. well laminated. The 
organic matter is composed of brown fibrous plant 
detritus. rootlets. stems and twigs- This unit i s  
dominantly ripple cross laminated with the cross 
laminations reflected in the organics as well as the 
sand. Most o f  the cross lamination sets rrr truncated 
along the upper contacts. The bottom most 5 c r  of this 
unit is horizontally laminated. 
96.5-144 cm is composed of clay and organic 
interbeds and laminations, with minor sand laminations. 
The sand. clay and organics are a s  above. but this unit 
is dominantly horizontally laminated. Some r ipp le  cross 
lamination doer occur in the small sand bodies end i n  
some of the organics. 
CORE V-53 
Core V-53 located at 70'3&,69" north latitude, 
150'24.8" west longitude in 13 m of water. 
0-4.5 cm i s  composed of clay, greenish gray* highly 
mottled, bi oturbated?. some shell fragments and 
pebbles. 
6.5-19.5 c m  i s  sand. gray. fine grained, well 
laminated with abundant shell fragments in lower part, 
upper contact deformed. 
19.5-21.5 cm is clay. green gray. massive with 
distorted (loaded?) lower contact. 
21 -5-28 cm i s  sand. gray, fine grained, silty, 
oxidized in  part. horizontally laminated. 
28-73 cm i s  clay to sandy clay. mostly massive, but 
where sandy shows laminations. Some ripple cross 
lamination present, highly deformed in part* some shell 
(pelecypod) fragments present. 
73-84 cm is compo~ed of sand and clay. The sand is 
gray. fine to very fine grained, silty* laminated. 
highly deformed. The clay is greenish gray, sandy in  
part, laminated, defarmed. This unit displays a highly 
deformed structure in its center. The structure is 
composed of sand and shows the flow features around its 
boundar i es and in the clay. Th is was m o s t  1 i kely 
produced by coring. 
CORE V-55 
Core V-55 located at 70'33.88" north latitude, 
150'28" west longitude in 7 m o f  water. 
0-10 cm is composed o f  clay, greenish gray. massive 
to mottled, deformed. 
Next is 3 cm of sand. gray. fine to very fine 
grained* silty to clayey. laminated. 
10-14 cm i s  clay, greenish gray~~rnassive to faintly 
laminated* sl ightly deformed. 
14-24 cm is  sand. medium to light gray. fine to 
very fine grained. silty. horizontally laminated, lower 
contact highly deformed. 
24-49 cm is  clay. grays massive to mottled* some 
parts faintly laminated, bioturbated. sl ightly 
deformed. 
49-50 cn is sand. gray. f i n e  to very f ine grained. 
silty. horizontally laminated, lensoidal. 
50-84 cm is clay. green gray. massive to faintly 
laminated. bioturbated?~ Highly deformed in lower part 
of unit with some folding evident. 
84-88.5 cm of sandy clay and organic interbeds. 
The clay is grayt and massive. The organics are brown 
to brown-black, fine grained fibrous plant d e t r i t u s .  and 
peat. This unit shows some moderate deformation. 
88.5-124.5 cm is clay. green gray. massive to 
mottled and faintly laminated, bioturbated?, some minor 
interbeds and pockets o f  f i n e  sand. deformed. 
124-5-154.5 cm is sand and clay interbeds. The 
sand is brownish qray. fine grained. silty. laminated. 
slightly deformed. The clay is green gray. massive to 
faintly laminated, sl ightly deformed. 
CORE V-74  
Core V-76 located at 70'37" north latitudes 
150'54.8" west longitude in 10.7 m of water. 
0-55 cm is composed of sand. gray, medium to fine 
grained, silty in part, well laminated. deformed. This 
unit shows a great deal of deformation. The upper 
portion of this unit displays a dominant concave up 
moderate deformation. The lower portion of this section 
displays steeply dipping to partially folded laminations 
which show same evidence of flow along lamination 
interfaces* highly deformed. The t w o  different types 
of deformation are distinctly different and the lower 
set of deformed laminations i s  truncated at the top by 
the upper set. 
55-44 cm is clay, gray to gray-black, partially 
ox idired* highly mottled. wi th abundant pelecypod 
fragments and some compl e t e ha1 f she1 1 s , 
66-91.5 cm is sand. gray7 fine grained, very sil ty, 
horizontally well laminated to deformed well laminated. 
The upper portion o f  this unit is composed of 
horizontally well laminated silty sand. The lower 
portion of this unit is composed of horizontally well 
laminated sand that has been deformed into a concave up 
l o w  amplitude fold. The laminations along the upper 
contact in the lower part are truncated and the contact 
i s  visibly dipping. Everything above the contact i s  
horizontally well laminated and undeformed. 6 large 
clay b l o c k  (containing organics) 3 x 3  k m  si ttii directly an 
the contact between the two parts of this unit. 
91.5-9A.5 cm o f  clay. gray to gray-black, highly 
mottled with a large gastropod shell visible in the 
radiograph. bioturbated. 
94.5-112.5 cm is sand, gray. fine grained, silty, 
massivel deformed lower contact. same small mud 
pockets. 
112.3-115 cm i s  clay7 gray to gray-black. f a i n t l y  
laminated. deformed upper and lower contacts. 
115-123.5 cm is  sand,  qray. fine grained, silty7 
laminated. deformed upper and lower contacts. 
123.9-137 cm i s  composed o f  clay. gray t o  
gray-black. massive to faintly laminated w i t h  several 
r i p p l e  cross laminated f i n e  grained silty sand 
stringers. slightly deformed. 
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